Designed by World Champions in USA

Introducing the...

ROTOMOULDED SURFSKI

In a class of its own
Rotomoulded kayaks have traditionally been
heavy and difficult to handle, both on and off
the water.
The new Epic V7 breaks that mould and sets
a new standard for rotomould performance.
It is lightweight, extremely efficient, and easy
to handle. The V7 is outfitted with the same

Comfort and stability are at the core of Epic’s
design philosophy. When Epic launched the
best selling surfski in the world, the V8, it
changed the paddling world by offering a
surfski that could be paddled by anyone.
The Epic V7 adds a whole new dimension.
It offers similar stability to the V8 with the
increased durability of a polyethylene kayak.

high quality fittings as every surfski in the Epic
lineup, including our carbon fiber footboard
and pedals and the hugely popular Epic
designed bailer.
In addition, it features an aft storage
compartment with a lightweight, waterproof
hatch that puts the V7 in a class of its own.

Its capability can be further enhanced with
the optional kick up rudder (no modification
needed). This combination allows the V7 to be
paddled in areas where composites cannot.
This stability and durability will also make it
the perfect boat for use in rental fleets and
paddling schools. All of these features make the
new V7 a truly Epic surfski.
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Carbon fiber footboard and pedals
Quick adjustment leg length system
Front and rear handles with ergonomic grip
Side handles for easy carrying
Epic Bailer system
Aft storage hatch
Rear deck bungees for storage
Set up for under hull or overstern rudder
Deck cutaways for efficient forward stroke
Comfort fit seat design
Water bottle holder inside cockpit
Extremely durable Dyneema® rudder lines

•• Compatible with all 3 Epic rudders
(Weedless, Universal, Surf)
•• Optional SmartTrackTM kick up rudder

